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ABSTRACT 

Transit time, the time fixDm bridgewire burst until breakout of detonation 
from the output pellet of an exploding bridgewire detonator, was measured 
as a function of burst current. From this data, in conjunction with known 
equations for run distance versus pressure, unreacted explosive Hugoniots, 
and detonation properties of the initial pressing pellet, the run distance in the 
initial pressing explosive pellet and shock pressure from the exploding 
bridgewire were determined, both as a function of burst current. 

INTRODUCTION 
In an exploding bridgewire (EBW) detonator, initiation of detonation is achieved directly 
from the shock produced in the initial pressing pellet by the electrical explosion of the 
bridgewire. This is different from hot wire detonators where detonation is achieved by 
growth to detonation from a thermally stimulated burning reaction. 

When detonation of an explosive is initiated by a shock wave, there is a finite distance into 
the explosive that the shock front must travel before steady-state detonation is achieved. 
This is called the "run distance." The magnitude of the run distance depends upon the 
density of the particular explosive as well as the magnitude of the input shock pressure. 
The mathematical relationship between run distance, density, and shock pressure for a 
given explosive can be determined from data available in the open literature. 

The velocity of the shock front during the run distance interval before achieving steady-
state detonation is also dependent upon density and input shock pressure. This 
mathematical relationship can also be determined from data existing in the open literature. 
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Therefore, if one determines the time it takes between the application of an input shock 

pulse and the start of steady-state detonation, this can be combined with the above two 

relationships to find the run distance in the initial pressing pellet, as well as the magnitude 

of the shock pulse produced by the electrical explosion of the bridgewire. 

This time interval can be determined by first measuring the transit time of the detonator, 

i.e., the time from bridgewire burst until detonation breakout at the end of the output pellet. 

Subtracting the theoretical minimum transit time (assuming zero run distance in the initial 

pressing pellet) from the measured transit time yields the "excess transit time." The excess 

transit time, combined with the shock velocity from the above relationships, yields the 

desired run distance time. 

EXPERIMENTS 

The detonator used in this study is commercially available. It is called an RP-1 and is 

shown in Figure 1. It is produced by Reynolds Industries Systems Inc. (Reference 1), and 

was chosen because it is typical of most EBW detonators used by both industry and the 

military. 

Bridgewire. Gold 
1-1/2 X 40 mils 

Header-^ \ I F p^=i 

Initial Pressing Pellet. PETN 
Po=0.86g/cin^ 

Output Pellet. PBX9407 
= 1.60 g/cm^ 

JCCZPCS 

I 6.38 I 5.0J 

Figure 1. RP-1 EBW detonator used in these studies. 

Because we are attempting to relate equivalent bridgewire shock pressure and run distance 

to burst current, a method for varying the current and reliably monitoring these conditions 

had to be developed. A capacitor discharge through the detonator bridgewire is the 

standard method of initiating an EBW detonator. Because of the very low internal 

impedance, a capacitor has the ability to supply the necessary energy in the required amount 
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of time to explode the bridgewire. The technique used in these experiments is no 
exception. One of two capacitor discharge methods was used to initiate the detonator in 
each test In tests where high power was required (high current in a short amount of time), 
a 3000-volt, 1-microfarad capacitor was connected to a length of Reynolds "C" coaxial 
cable, which was then attached to the detonator. In tests where high power was not 
required (low current for a longer duration), a length of Reynolds "C" coaxial cable was 
charged to some voltage with a standard high-voltage power supply, and the cable itself 
was used as the discharging capacitor. 

To increase or decrease the current at which the bridgewire burst, the rate at which energy 
was supplied to the bridgewire was varied. The integral of current squared per unit time 
required to burst a bridgewire is constant for a given bridgewire diameter and material. 
This is called the "action integral" (Reference 2). This means that if the rate of current, i.e., 
di/dt is low, then the time to burst will be long and the current at burst will be low. 
Conversely, if di/dt is high, the time to burst will be short and the current at burst will be 
high. In a capacitor discharge, the di/dt can be varied by changing the initial charge 
voltage, the series resistance, or the system capacitance and inductance. 

In the system in which a length of cable was used as the energy source, the capacitance, 
inductance, and resistance were changed by varying the cable length. The source cable was 
connected at one end to a high-voltage power supply through isolation resistors. At the 
other end, the source cable was connected to a sprytron switch to maintain the stored 
energy of the cable. The sprytron was then connected through a short length of cable to the 
detonator. This configuration allowed the cable to be discharged at the desired time by 
controlling the time at which the sprytron switch was triggered. 

The system described above is incapable of supplying the required energy at very high 
rates; therefore, a source capacitor was used at one end of the cable. A 3000-volt, 1-
microfarad, source capacitor was connected directly to a length of Reynolds "C" coaxial 
cable, and the detonator was connected to the other end of the cable. A sprytron switch 
between the capacitor and cable was used to release the energy of the source capacitor. By 
changing the length of the cable, the rate at which energy was supplied to the detonator 
could be varied directly. In this system, because of the large source capacitance, the series 
resistance is negligible. The cable capacitance is also negligible because the source 
capacitance is much larger than the cable capacitance. 
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The factors that determine the rate of energy supplied in this system are the dynamic 
impedance of the cable and the time required for the energy flux to travel the length of the 
cable and back again. As the source capacitor discharges, the current supply is limited to a 
value of the voltage charge of the capacitor divided by the dynamic impedance of the cable. 
Once this energy level has reflected to the end of the cable and back to the source capacitor, 
the current is increased by a value of the remaining capacitor voltage divided by the same 
dynamic impedance of the cable. In this manner, the energy is added in steps to the value 
necessary to explode the bridgewire at a rate determined by the length and dynamic 
impedance of the cable. 

To monitor the time of bridgewire burst, a current viewing resistor (CVR) was placed in 
series with the detonator. The CVR was capable of supplying a series current monitor 
through the bridgewire and also a voltage monitor across the bridgewire. As current flows 
through the bridgewire, energy is absorbed to a level at which point the bridgewire 
explodes. At the instant the bridgewire explodes, the current flow decreases rapidly and 
the voltage across the bridgewire increases rapidly until the residual plasma ionizes, at 
which time the current flow is revived. This rapid decrease in current produces a current 
flow "dip" and a voltage "spike" from which bridgewire burst time can be measured. 

A fiber optic sensor was used in conjunction with a current viewing resistor to measure 
transit time in the detonator. Various techniques for measuring detonation arrival at the 
detonator output pellet face were analyzed. Fiber optics were detemiined as having the 
most consistent measurement result characteristics. A 15-foot plastic fiber optic cable was 
coupled to a photodetection circuit wdth a low nanosecond rise time capability (Figure 2). 
A fiber optic sensor was compared simultaneously with various mechanical gauges. The 
initial time to rise and the response slope proved to be superior in the fiber optic sensor. 
Coupling detonation light into the fiber optic cable included positioning the fiber (1) axially 
to the detonator at zero and 0.100 inch standoffs, (2) perpendicular, and (3) in contact with 
the detonator. The most consistent results were obtained from the perpendicular positioned 
fiber. The finite porosity of the explosive causes light to be sensed by the axially 
positioned fibers before the detonation wave actually arrives at the end of the output pellet 
(Figure 3). The axially positioned fibers, therefore, produced inconsistent rise times. The 
detonation wave must physically crack the perpendicularly positioned fiber in order to 
couple in light. This produces very sharp and consistent rise times. 
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Figure 2. Photodetection circuit. 
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Figure 3. Fiber positioning schemes. 

LeCroy 9400 digitizers were used to record the fiber optic and CVR monitors. These 
digitizers have a 10-nanosecond per sample horizontal resolution and an 8-bit vertical 
resolution. The LeCroy digitizer also has the capability to perform various mathematical 
operations. This feature allowed the action integral to be performed directly on the acquired 
waveform arrays. 

A typical set of data is shown in Figure 4, where bridgewire current, voltage, and optic 
detector output are all plotted against the same time base. 
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Figure 4. Composite plot of data output from a typical cable discharge shot. 

RESULTS 

A number of experiments were conducted in the above manner, yielding data of transit time 

at various burst currents from approximately 200 to 2000 amperes. These data are shown 

plotted in Figure 5. 

The minimum theoretical transit time was calculated from pellet lengths and steady-state 
detonation velocities in both the initial pressing and output pellet. Run distance delay time 
in the output pellet from the interface pressure was also calculated. The minimum 
theoretical transit time was thus determined to be 1.935 |is. Subtracting this from the 
measured transit times yielded excess transit times, which are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5. Experimental data for transit time versus bridgewire burst current for Reynolds 

RP-1 EBW detonator. 

The relationship of run distance versus pressure and density for PETN, the initial pressing 

explosive, was found by cross correlation of data found in Reference 3. These data were 

for run distance versus shock pressure at several PETN densities. 

The resultant relationship being 

d = 0.214 Po7.43 p-2.01 (Eq. 1) 

where d is the run distance in mm, po is the unreacted explosive density in g/cm^, and P is 

the input shock pressure in GPa. 
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Figure 6. Excess transit time versus bridgewire burst current. 

The shock velocity in the PETN during the run up interval prior to steady-state detonation 

is approximately constant and is found by combining the U-u Hugoniot for unreacted 

PETN at 0.86 g/cm^ (Reference 3). 

U = 0.050-I-1.75 u (Eq. 2) 

where U is the shock velocity and u is the particle velocity (both in km/s) with the Rankine-

Hugoniot Jump Shock equation for momentum. 

P = pouU (Eq. 3) 

These three equations, when solved simultaneously with the data for excess transit time 

versus burst cuirent and the velocity-time relationship, yield the results for run distance in 

the initial pressing and equivalent input pressure from the explosion of the bridgewire both 

versus burst current. These results are shown in Figures 7 and 8. 
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Figure 7. Run distance in initial pressing pellet versus bridgewire burst current. 

CONCLUSIONS 
These results show that the transit time of an EBW detonator is variable and dependent 

upon the burst current. They also show that measurement of transit time alone can be used 

to estimate the pressure produced by the explosion of the bridgewire and that this pressure 

is dependent upon burst current. Further, because run distance in this particular detonator 

is always shorter than the initial pressing pellet length, the output pellet is always detonated 

at the same pressure; therefore, pellet output is independent of burst current. 
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Figure 8. Shock pressure induced into initial pressing pellet by explosion of the 
bridgewire versus burst current. 
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